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Viloke and Neoxen Systems team up to bring integrated
knowledge management solutions for global markets

Viloke, a leading Finnish vendor of virtual meeting and brainstorming
solutions and Neoxen Systems have signed a partnership agreement to
integrate their flagship product lines for the benefit of information
workers working in virtual teams.

“Neoxen Systems and their Visual Modus product line bring immediate 
benefits both to us and to our customers. Their strong experience in
international software business together with the flexible Enterprise
Integration in their technology opens up completely new levels of
efficiency for companies struggling to manage their information assets.”
says Mika Kolbe, Chief Executive Officer at Viloke. “We are very excited
about our joint initiatives to better serve our mutual customers.”

“We found the cAme solution as one of the most valuable collaboration 
and virtual work board platforms we have seen to date. It is a perfect fit
for mobile organizations to manage the information flow efficiently,”says
Esa Tervo, Chief Executive Officer at Neoxen Systems. “The key concepts
in cAme well complement the core functionalities in our Visual Modus
product line. We are happy to deepen our relationship with Viloke to
ensure a successful path to better serve our customers worldwide.”

cAme is the environment and medium to facilitate team cooperation and
collaboration regardless of time, place and device constraints. It is
developed to meet the needs and demands of the contemporary fast-
paced business environment allowing teams to collaborate and cooperate
in an asynchronous virtual meeting environment. cAme is the work board
of distributed processes - on the work board you see each process as an
independent entity - a session. You may work on sessions any time you
see fit, wherever you happen to be. For processing, you may use the
most convenient device available at the moment: a personal computer, a
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personal digital assistant (PDA), the browser of a smart phone, a WAP-
enabled mobile phone or your normal email client.

Neoxen Visual Modus 2005 is a project documentation organizer and
management application. It allows users to create role based views on
information regardless of the origin and location of the data. For instance
the documents, links, web pages and other pieces of information can
actually reside in network directories, intranet and internet servers, and
document and content management systems. Neoxen Visual Modus
provides a single point of access to manage, restructure and share this
vital information. As the first 32/64-bit solution it also allows users to
reformat and mass-modify Microsoft Office documents of any type for
consistent archiving or for reuse in new projects.

Viloke Oy (Inc.) designs, develops and markets collaboration software,
which eases teamwork over information networks. The software allows
businesses to take full advantage of distributed organizations, enabling
them to maximize the utilization of their tacit knowledge capital.

The mission of the company is to help organizations to make high quality
decisions by using information networks and modern information
technology solutions.

Neoxen Systems is an international software company specialized in
Process Management and Improvement, and Information Management
solutions for global markets.

With our Neoxen technology and product family we help our customers to
succeed by reducing their time-to-market efforts, increasing their
customer satisfaction, improving quality and increasing their
organizational performance.
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